Produced At
Treasure Island Distillery
San Francisco, California

Batch NYC#1 Size
1002 Bottles

Years Aged
Handcrafted With a Weather Eye
Bender’s is a complex but accessible, small batch Rye
Whiskey that is produced in an old Navy Brig on San
Francisco’s Treasure Island.
Created in honor of our first foray into the Big Apple the
Bender’s New York batch is our most complex whiskey
to date. Made from 51% and 49% corn both aged for
over 7 years, with a portion of corn whiskey aged for an
additional 14 months in new Hoffmeister American oak
barrels. We also aged a 13 year old corn that is part of
the batch in French oak barrels made with Limousin oak.
The whiskey’s come from two different distilleries from
the same region, but with different stills and different
styles, making our New York batch a true modern whiskey
mashup. With only 1002 bottles produced, you’ll never
have this experience again.
Coming in at 96 proof, our first NY batch boasts a rich
mouth feel with a viscosity that shines through in a
cocktail, leaving a rich stone fruit flavor with hints of
vanilla and nutmeg. A spicy dry finish with sweet notes
on the front of the palate makes this whiskey an excellent
companion to traditional whiskey cocktails like the
Manhattan and the Old fashioned but also great with a big
cube that melts slowly.

7 Years Minimum

Distilled In
Alberta, Canada

Distillation Process
Batch distillation in 2 stages
• Column distillation
• Copper lined pot distillation
repeated rectification

Barrels Used to Age
• 1 Year old Bourbon Barrels
• Joe Hoffmeister American Oak Barrels
• CADUS French Oak Barrels

• Mash Bill
• 51% Rye
• 49% Corn

Proof
96 Proof

Water Sources
• Hetch Hetchy
• Highwood River

Sold By
PM Spirits
Phone. (347) 689 - 4414
Email. info@pmspirits.com
Web. pmspirits.com
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